Simplified storage management and deployment.

Sun StorEdge™ 3900 Series

Optimized for the Solaris™ Operating Environment and the Sun Enterprise™ and Sun Fire™ server families, the Sun StorEdge™ 3900 series delivers scalable performance for your critical business applications. Now you can achieve higher levels of efficiency and productivity through dynamic and seamless scalability. This flexible system, ideal for clustering and focused applications such as high-performance computing (HPC), offers predictive linear performance and consistent high-availability as capacities are increased. Completely integrated, the Sun StorEdge 3900 series maximizes application uptime and minimizes total cost of ownership by simplifying storage management and deployment—delivering optimal results to your bottom line. Sun StorEdge Complete Storage Solutions—providing you with comprehensive hardware, software, and services to solve your business challenges enterprise-wide.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Highly cost effective. Full fibre channel storage system helps reduce your total cost of ownership and enhance storage asset utilization.
• Exceptional levels of reliability and availability. Robust storage system supports Sun™ Cluster software.
• Easy and convenient management. Out-of-band storage service processor for local and remote monitoring, configuration, diagnostics, and call home capability.
• Absolute investment protection. Leverage your existing storage investment in the award-winning Sun StorEdge™ T3 array.
• Professional Services. Implementation, installation, configuration, and assessment services available.
• Fully interoperable. Compatible with Sun StorEdge™ Availability, Utilization, Performance, and Resource Management Suites software.

Purchase these products from the Sun™ Store, sun.com/store, or contact an authorized Sun reseller near you.
The Sun StorEdge 3900 series is pretested, preintegrated, and fully supported to provide your business with proven levels of performance, availability, and reliability.

For additional information on this product, go to www.sun.com/storage/midrange/3900